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A. Special Problems in Streamer Chamber Analvsis
It is a recent development that a large streamer chamber is being used in experimental high-energy physics. ' 1 The photographic recording of particle interactions combined with the possibility to activate the chamber with a fast selective trigger gives this particle detection device a place between bubble chamber and wire spark chambers. Together with magnetic analysis, a streamer chamber offers high resolution in a large solid angle. For the technical details concerning the chamber and the drive system, the reader is referred to Ref.
2.
An account of various performance tests is given in Ref. 3 .
Owing to inherent properties of the streamer chamber and the way they may be used in an experiment, special consideration had to be given to the problems of data reduction aud analysis. In order to recognize this we will first take a brief look at some details and problems of an experiment with a large streamer chamber which has been carried out at SLAC (lot. cit. '). We studied hadronic Faced with these particular problems it became apparent that a new geometrical analysis procedure was needed, which optimizes physical parameters such as particle momenta and sngle, including the unobserved vertex in the presence of a nonuniform, essentially arbitrary, magnetic field.
B. Reconstruction in the Film Plane
A first effort has been to compute in a conventional way spatial track coordinates from film measurements and to use for the least square optimization of the parameters our computer procedure CIRCE,4 which, provided the input are spatial coordinates, is well matched to the fitting problem discussed above.
-l-It was recognized, however, and it can be shown with simulated events that this method has in principal and for the case of a nonuniform field in particular, some shortcomings, such as the following:
a. Spatially reconstructed points have neither uncorrelated nor gaussian distributed errors.
b. The reconstruction with the help of almost corresponding points becomes rather inaccurate when the projected trajectory ( or _ parts of it) can not be represented very well by a c&c&. -3 c. Usually when corresponding points are being calculated the number of points used in the fit does not correspond to the number of points measured.
d. The choice of an appropriate stereo system for the reconstruction makes the optimal use of a three-camera system difficult.
An alternative approach which is not affected by the disadvantages of the spatial reconstruction method is the least square optimization of the geometrical parameters directly in the three film planes. 5 We therefore developed a novel computer procedure, with the name SYBIL, which possesses the following main features.
a.
b.
C.
d.
e.
f.
g. The projection of the particle trajectories are optimized with respect to the measurements in three film planes by employing a least square method.
The fit is performed simultaneously for all charged tracks originating from a vertex.
The optimization renders the vertex coordinates in real space and the inverse momenta and spatial angles of the particles.
The fit makes use of all measured points in three film planes independently to the extent that for any track at least two views are measured.
No "corresponding" point or spatially reconstructed points are used for the fit. No stereo system or corresponding transformation is needed.
The variance-covariance matrix of fitted parameters contains the full correlations between all parameters of all tracks. --The magnet field used in SYBIL has to be locally defined and can be arbitrary.
-3-In this report we want to describe in some detail our computer procedure SYBIL which is being used for the analysis of streamer chamber experiments at SLAC.
Much use has been made of concepts and the logic developed in our earlier procedure CIRCE, about which a detailed documentation has been made. We do not wish to be too repetitious and restrict in this report our discussion more or less to the points which are essential to the functions characteristic for the procedure SYBIL, We will therefore refer the reader to a number of details in our earlier report. In particular the SUBROUTINES ESTIM, BWRITE and the SUB-ROUTINES SOLVE, INVEQ and FORM have been taken over from the procedure CIRCE with very littlechanges. In fact the main changes are in the COMMON blocks and in the dimension statements.
In many experiments it is essential to continue the geometrical analysis with a kinematical fit using energy momentum conservation to test the hypothesis about the mass assignment of the tracks, or to fit unmeasured parameters. (For the exact definition, see Section II. B.) k = l/p. We use k = l/p instead of p as a fit parameter, assuming that the dependence on k is to a lesser degree nonlinear than the dependence on p. This is obvious when the trajectory is a helix, We follow in that the example of most major geometry analysis procedures.
In the present version of SYBIL we regard p = const although one could Necessary conditions for this procedure to converge and to yield an unbiased estimate of the parameters is the assumption that the perpendicular distance d of a measured point from the trajectory has approximately a normal distribution and that the parameter space is sufficiently smooth in the neighborhood of the final fit parameters z-; that is to say that the partial derivatives a;/?% guide the iterative process in the direction to the X2 minimum.
D. Differential Relations Between Image Plane and Real Space
Since the optimization of the parameters proceeds by defining residuals in the film plane whereas the actual numerical integration of the track is carried out in the three-dimensional space we have to derive appropriate relation, which connect distances and angles of both space. The relation connecting directional cosines in both spaces is established by (II. 9).
We can now express the perpendicular distance d of a measured film point
Tf rom the projected trajectory (we refer to it also as the closest distance point). Consider the particular integration step which passes the measured film point [ in a closest distance d. The situation is illustrated in Fig. 4 .
The distance between the measured point t* and the point r(2) on the projected trajectory is g= T* _ T (2) (II. 12) f t2) is th e endpoint of this particular integration step which has an arclength AU. The location of the closest distance point 7 can now approximately be calculated from the scalar product Aw* z g. -,t2) (G being a unit vector) which gives the distance Au* between F(') and F. Equation (II. 11) can be used to compute the corresponding distance along the trajectory in real space (II. 14)
The numerical integration of (II. 1) which is carried out in the SUBROUTINE PRTRACK provides all quantities necessary to compute the right-hand side of (II. 13). The distance As* is then used as a corrective integration step taken from t(2) in reverse direction and will render the coordinates of F.
-12 -FIG. 4--An integration step projected into the film plane.
-13 -Clearly one can think of using a second order approximation of As which will take in account the local curvature of the trajectory; that is to say one can utilize second order derivatives which are as well available from the algorithm of the numerical integration.
In our experience the second order correction did not change noticeably our results when the integration steplength has been taken sufficiently small.
III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS A. Computation Flow
Before discussing the function and details of the more important subroutines we survey the diagrams of the general computational, flow ( The SUBROUTINE ASSWET takes care of the assignment of weights to each measured point.
In FIT the input information for the least square algorithm is assembled and the fit procedure is initiated and controlled. SUBROUTINES used to obtain partial derivatives and residuals are FUNC and PRTRACK the correction to the parameters are computed in the least square package SOLVE.
The output information on tape is written in MAIN. The standard printed output is provided by the SUBROUTINE WSFORM. If the sagitta is still too large all point weights are reduced.
Secondly, we decrease the weight of all film points which -in a particular view -correspond to an optical projection angle of more than 20 degrees, since our correction functions for optical distortions are unreliable at large angles (due to the absence of fiducials there).
It should be pointed out here that the introduction of weights or rejection of points will alter in a most natural way the covariance matrix of the fitted parameters (which has to be used for kinematical optimization) without further introduction of scale factors and floors. The signal array INOTE records changes of weights and elimination of points.
D. Bookkeeping Procedures and Convergence Tests
In the SUBROUTINE FIT essentially four different takks are being pursued. A second function performed in FIT is the controlling of the partial chisquare which is defined as that part of the &square sum which refers to one track projection in one view. When during iterations the convergence of the overall fit is slow because one of the partial chisquare is not decreasing at the same rate as the others, the following weighting procedure will be activated. The convergence conditions are tested in the order whether anyone of them is satisfied. Thus one of the following decisions will be made 1. The convergence is satisfactory; the fit will be terminated and output procedures will be activated (IFAIL=O) .
The convergence is not yet satisfactory and a further iteration is started a
3. The case appears to be hopeless. The fit is terminated as a 'failure! (IFAIL=2). The test on Acr is applied in all views subsequentially. The updating procedure ensures that all measured points will be considered independently and no point in the sequence is omitted. The computed distances d in the three different views are stored in the same array DCAL ordered according to views.
They have been given a sign which is equal to the sign of the vector product c;x s' (see Fig. 4 ). The d's are therefore oriented distances in a coordinate system which follows the projected trajectory.
In each view the exact number of points specified by NVl(J), NVB(J), NVS(J)
is expected. If all the points have been found the control returns to the SUB-ROUTINE FUNC.
-19 -All necessary information is returned to FUNC by LABEL COMMON, including the directional cosines w' of the projected trajectories, the spatial end points of the tracks and the arclength.
In order to stop the integration going astray because of very wrong initial conditions an IFAIL flag is set when the number of integration steps exceeds a number such as 1000. This can happen when a trajectory starts to spiral,due to a very small momentum,with very small integration steps, or when a trajectory propagates into an area where the magnetic field is not defined. The encounter of physical boundaries is checked in the SUBROUTINE FUNC. Number of integration steps for a track too large (2 ZZA3).
Less than 3 reconstructed spatial points available.
Insufficient for computing a first estimate. Probably too few points measured in one view to compute spatially reconstructed points.
A first estimate cannot be made because of excessive )(2 for a circle fit.
First estimate for vertex coordinate IXINl exceeds Z'ZAG.
-23 - . .
We continue to store this way point coordinates of NR track measured in view 1.
Then beginning again with fiducials coordinates measured in view 2 (as from line **)) one combines to store exactly as before the analoguous information of view 2 and view 3.
-27 -
The number of measured fiducial coordinates or point coordinates in any particular view can be zero. An error code, if necessary, will be generated automatically.
After all the data due to one event have been read and allocated in arrays, the fiducial addresses are being decoded. The film images of the fiducial positions in the chamber are then supplied in arrays UFl, VFl, UF2; VF2, UF3, VF3.
They are projected from real space into the 3 film planes and distorted according to the lens distortion such that real image of the fiducials will be provided.
By a least square fit and a subsequent rotation translation the images of the real fiducials are being matched to the measured fiducials in the film plane. The set of rotation and translation coefficient ARP(I) is then also used to transform the measured track coordinates from the digitizer coordinate system into the film plane coordinate system (Fig. 3 ). All film coordinates will be corrected for lens distortions (SUBROUTINE UNDIST). The final set of 'ideal* film coor- Error flags for insufficient number of measured fiducials or points will be set using the list of IFAIL.
A direct input for FARE events is provided in MAIN. Since they are supposed to be already 'idealt film coordinates in the right coordinate system, most of the input preparing subroutines are being by-passed (see IV. C) .
B. Output Facilities
A short form printout which should be used when large blocks of data are to be processed is formated in the SUBROUTINE WSFORM. A more detailed printout is activated by setting IZZ 1 = 1. In Fig. 6a , b an example is shown for both formats.
(The example is a fitted 5-prong event observed in a photoproduction experiment at SLAC. l)
Going through the output list Fig. 6a we describe briefly the content:
first line (19 2618 . . .) the first 4 integer numbers result from the decomposition of the 9 digit fixed point number IREC(S), it follows event type and the real fiducial addresses (7, 9, 19).
-28 - After the list of the final fitted parameters which is edited in an obvious way the standard short form output is followed. The last line of integer words INOTE indicates that track 1 and 5 were used to compute the starting value for the vertex.
-31 - A more detailed list of the word addresses follows:
IREC ( 1) IREC ( 2) IREC (3) IREC (4) IREC (5) IREC ( VNF ( 2) VNF ( 3) length of block 1 (VNF) length of block 2 (CAW)
VNF (4) VNF (5) VNF (6) . Fake events being entered in MAIN require special formating which corresponds to the output of the FAKE routine CYCLOPE (SLAC experimental group '9. The read routine used is BREAD which provides logical blocks, together with 20 IREC words which are transmitted through COMMON block.
